
National Day of Action • January 11, 2012

CLOSE GUANTÁNAMO 
& BAGRAM:
10 Years 
Too Many

Join a Human Chain 
from the White House 

to Congress

THE 2771 DETAINEES still at
Guantanamo and Bagram represent

all that is wrong – morally and legally –
with the “war of terror” the U.S. loosed
around the world after 9/11. 

What began under the Bush regime has been more deeply institutionalized by
the Obama administration. While the media has largely abandoned the issues, a
bipartisan consensus is emerging to commit permanently to these horrific policies.

OUR DEMANDS ARE:
• the closure of Guantánamo by ending indefinite detention

and military commissions;

• the end of torture and impunity for torture;

• the end of unlawful detention at Bagram and all 
U.S. facilities;

• the end of Islamophobia and discrimination;

• support for all detainees either being charged and fairly 
tried, or released to countries that will respect their human rights.

Sign up at worldcantwait.net to become part of the
human chain in DC, to organize a demonstration in your town or
city, and to organize your friends, family and networks. 
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